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Organisms are faced with variable environments and one of the most

common solutions to cope with such variability is phenotypic plasticity, a

modification of the phenotype to the environment. These modifications

are commonly modelled in evolutionary theories as adaptive, influencing

ecological and evolutionary processes. If plasticity is adaptive, we would

predict that the closer to fitness a trait is, the less plastic it would be. To

test this hypothesis, we conducted a meta-analysis of 213 studies and

measured the plasticity of each reported trait as a coefficient of variation.

Traits were categorized as closer to fitness—life-history traits including

reproduction and survival related traits, and farther from fitness—

non-life-history traits including traits related to development, metabolism

and physiology, morphology and behaviour. Our results showed, unexpect-

edly, that although traits differed in their amounts of plasticity, trait plasticity

was not related to its proximity to fitness. These findings were independent

of taxonomic groups or environmental types assessed. We caution against

general expectations that plasticity is adaptive, as assumed by many

models of its evolution. More studies are needed that test the adaptive

nature of plasticity, and additional theoretical explorations on adaptive and

non-adaptive plasticity are encouraged.
1. Introduction
Adaptation to varying environments has long been a central question in ecol-

ogy and evolution [1]. In times of global change and increased habitat

fragmentation owing to anthropogenic activities, individuals and populations

experience novel environments more frequently than in the recent past. There-

fore, they are confronted with increased environmental variability and less

predictable spatial and temporal environments. Populations can deal with

such varying conditions by either local adaptation or phenotypic plasticity

[2,3]. Local adaptation involves genetic differentiation specific to each environ-

ment, whereas phenotypic plasticity allows single genotypes to express

different phenotypes under diverse environmental conditions.

Adaptive plasticity evolves when the environmental cues are reliable and

environments vary frequently, i.e. selection for plasticity is strong. Fixed geneti-

cally determined traits (environmental phenotypic canalization) evolve and

may be selected for, if environments vary rarely or unpredictably [2]. To this

end, selection acts to optimize the trait expression in each environment to maxi-

mize fitness in that specific environment or across environments [4]. The

tracking of environmental change via plasticity can be achieved with or without

genetic differentiation [2,3]. Phenotypically plastic traits evolve as do other

quantitative traits, by natural selection acting on genetic variation among gen-

otypes; here genotypes vary in their reaction norms, the level of phenotypic

plastic responses across environments [5].
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(a) Plasticity in life-history and non-life-history traits
Because of trait plasticity evolves as any other trait, plastic

traits more closely related to fitness are predicted to be

under stronger selection for genetic canalization, both

within and across environments [6–10]. Genetic canalization

refers to individuals of the same genotype that have different

genetic backgrounds; and should not be confused with

environmental canalization that denotes individuals from

similar genotypes with a fairly invariant phenotype in

response to environmental variations [11]. So, genetic varia-

bility in reaction norms should erode faster in life-history

traits (LHt; here considered as reproduction and survivor-

ship) compared to non-life-history traits (N-LHt; all other

traits that are less directly related to fitness) [6–8]. However,

the difference in selection strength for genetic canalization

does not predict whether LHt should exhibit more or less

plasticity than N-LHt. Such a prediction can be derived

from evolutionary theories of plasticity and demographic

theory [12,13] related to similar arguments discussed in pre-

vious studies [14,15].

(b) Evolutionary theories of plasticity
A genotype that matches the fitness optimum in only one

environment, a specialist, will have the highest fitness in

that environment and not other environments [5,16]. An

adaptive plastic genotype, a generalist, will express a closer

match and higher fitness in various environments but not

as high as the specialist in any particular environment

[5,16]. This theory leads to the expectation that fitness

across environments should vary more for specialists that

lack adaptive plasticity in N-LHt compared to generalists,

when phenotypic (fitness) optima differ among environ-

ments. Because of trait integration, trade-offs and

optimization of fitness across traits and environments,

N-LHt are expected to moderate and buffer—through their

plasticity—the effect of environmental variation on LHt.

Related arguments of organismal response to environ-

ments rooted in demographic theory have been formulated

by Caswell [14]. He extended previously developed models

of homoeostasis [17] to a demographic setting [18,19]. The

population growth rate l serves as fitness and Caswell

argued that plasticity in N-LHt may reduce variance in l,

as long as LHt are not negatively covarying. Extensions of

these foundational demographic theories expand aspects of

these arguments, e.g. the demographic buffering hypothesis

which states that vital rates (mortality and fertility) of popu-

lation projection models with higher sensitivities (with

respect to l) should be negatively correlated to variability

in these vital rates across environments. Empirical evidence

for the demographic buffering hypothesis is mixed. In the

context of our study, it is crucial to note that the demographic

buffering hypothesis does not predict whether one trait type

is expected to express higher plasticity. This lack of prediction

is likely because the theoretical focus and empirical tests of

the demographic hypothesis have been on LHt, i.e. age-

specific survival or reproduction [20], and not on N-LHt.

The environmental canalization hypothesis states that the

potential demographic impact of fitness components and

their temporal variability (such as plasticity) should be nega-

tively correlated. This hypothesis is based on investigations

from age-structured populations [21], and has been empiri-

cally tested by comparing variance in survival among
juvenile versus adult individuals where it is supported only

for longer-lived mammals [21].

The underlying arguments of both the demographic buf-

fering and the environmental canalization hypotheses are

derived from stochastic population theory [22,23]. This

theory illustrates how stochastic population growth rate, ls,

is reduced by high variability in vital rates (i.e. reproduction

and survival, the LHt we discuss above) among different

environments experienced across time. Following from this,

an increase in fitness can be achieved simply by reducing

variability in reproduction and survival across time or

environments, without increasing either mean survival or

reproduction. Adaptive phenotypic plasticity is predicted to

do exactly this: high plasticity of N-LHt buffer the environ-

mental effects on fitness, leading to reduced variance in

traits closely related to fitness (or LHt) [14,15].

(c) The controversies
The role that plasticity plays for ecological and evolutionary

processes is controversial in the context of speciation and

diversification, adaptation to novel environments, population

viability, population management and the invasiveness of

species [24–26]. These controversies arise in part because

on one hand, phenotypic plasticity is a potential mechanism

for responding to environmental challenges [24,27,28], but on

the other hand, might also hinder adaptation to novel

environmental conditions [29].

Many of these controversies are contingent upon the

expectation that phenotypic plasticity should be adaptive

[28,30,31], though neutral and maladaptive plasticity have

been shown [32]. Theoretical predictions of how maladaptive

plasticity should evolve or can be maintained are lacking,

beyond predictions related to novel environments [33].

Despite the large amount of high-quality studies on phenoty-

pic plasticity and expositions of its costs and limits [34,35],

our understanding of the mechanics of its evolution is still

limited. Whether plasticity is adaptive depends on traits,

species and environments. For example, generalizations of

the adaptive capacity of phenotypic plasticity have been chal-

lenged by postulating differences in the costs and limits of

plasticity between sessile and free-moving organisms [36].

Previous approaches to assessing the frequency of adaptive

plasticity have been based on analyses of reciprocal trans-

plant studies [37], transcriptome and proteome analyses

(see references in [36]), or meta-analyses comparing plastic

and canalized responses, particularly in plants [32].

Fitness is frequently defined through LHt, and different

traits may respond in similar ways to environmental changes,

So, fitness may be correlated, and thus confounded, with

environmental effects [32,38]. For instance, larger body size

is often correlated with higher fitness, but is also commonly

enabled by nutrient rich environments. Typically, we lack

data on what the optimal size in such a rich environment

would be and if such an optimum is realized [39,40]. Even

powerful approaches such as reciprocal transplant exper-

iments do not circumvent the challenge of determining

optimal phenotypes.

(d) The predictions
Here, we tested two hypotheses. First, we tested whether

plasticity is adaptive by comparing the plastic responses

between LHt and N-LHt and predict that LHt will show
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lower levels of plasticity. We performed this test from two

perspectives, by comparing plastic responses of LHt and N-

LHt among studies, and then by restricting comparisons to

within studies. Our second hypothesis is that LHt will be

genetically more canalized. We evaluated this by comparing

canalization of the different trait types in relation to their dis-

tance to fitness.
ing.org/journal/rspb
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2. Methods
We used an indirect approach to evaluate these hypotheses by

reviewing 24 years of research publications exploring phenotypic

plasticity, covering a wide range of environmental conditions

and spanning taxonomic groups. Our meta-analysis approach

provides power to the study of phenotypic plasticity by general-

izing the hypotheses and comparing information from a great

variety of sources.

(a) Adaptive plasticity
In order to test whether LHt exhibit lower plasticity than N-LHt,

we conducted a meta-analysis on studies reporting reaction

norms in different trait types across environments and species.

We selected publications employing the keywords ‘life history

& morphology & plasticity’ between 1991 and 2006 from all data-

bases in Web of Knowledge (WoK-ISI) and between 2007 and 2011

from Web of Science (ISI). We identified 583 papers in total, and

added a few studies published between 1987 and 2011 known

to us that also met the criteria. From this initial set, we extracted

data from 213 studies reporting reaction norms as a measure for

plasticity. The data extracted were the mean values for each

environment evaluated in each study and the independent

sample sizes. Quantification of the reaction norms was achieved

through the computation of the coefficient of variation (CV) of

the trait expression across environments, a dimensionless par-

ameter allowing the evaluation of proportional responses as a

mean-standardized measure [41]. We computed 5885 CVs for

211 species exposed to 2–11 environment levels. As a visual vali-

dation for reporting and publication bias [42], we plot the

number of studies through time and a funnel plot in the elec-

tronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2.

Traits were categorized as: LHt: survival and reproduction;

and N-LHt: behaviour, morphology, metabolism and physi-

ology, and development. When available, we extracted data

directly from tables or the text; alternatively, we extracted quan-

titative information from figures using the software IMAGEJ [43].

Environmental variation was grouped into six categories: (i)

environment quality, (ii) interspecific interactions, (iii) intraspeci-

fic interactions, (iv) intrinsic resources, (v) photoperiod and light;

and (vi) temperature. When genotypes or families were included,

taxonomic groups were classified based on species identity (ID)

as defined by the NCBI taxonomy database [44]. We clustered

organisms according to NCBI at the taxonomic level of Phylum

(referred as taxa in table 1). Electronic supplementary material,

S1 and table S1 show details of the categorization.

We analysed the data by generalized mixed-effect models in

software R ([45]; R Core team, version 3.2.3, package lme4.) CVs

were log transformed and used as the response variable. Reference

ID was included as a random effect accounting for confounding

effects within the same publication. We also included the

number of data points retrieved from a single study—Repetitions

(electronic supplementary material, table S1)—as weights to

assess potential bias towards a few studies or species. The focus

of our study was the evaluation of the explanatory variables

trait type, environment type and taxonomic group (electronic

supplementary material, table S1). The models tested if plasticity

was better explained by (i) the trait type, by (ii) the type of
environment, by (iii) the taxonomic group or interactions among

those. Other factors, such as the location of the experiments,

breeding conditions, or others listed in electronic supplementary

material, table S1, were explored. All of these other factors contrib-

uted marginally to the observed variance (analyses not shown).

We used information theoretical approaches (Akaike information

criterion; AIC) [46] to select among our candidate models and

interpreted a model to be better supported for any DAIC � 2.

This approach allowed us to test among multiple competing

hypotheses (models) that included additive and interactive effects

among taxa, environment type and trait type.

To ensure that the CV captured plasticity for any number of

tested environments, we included the number of environments

as a fixed effect. Also, we re-analysed the data in a collapsed

dataset that included the average CV for all means reported in

the same publication, that reported the same species, environ-

ment, environment type, location, measurement, number of

environments and breeding (see factors in the electronic sup-

plementary material, table S1). Because variability in sample

size and error structure might bias our results, we examined

the residuals from the selected models in both the original and

collapsed datasets. When comparing these models, we did not

find any quantitative difference, which suggests that our results

are robust regarding potential sample size bias and biased esti-

mates related to number of environments evaluated.

To gain a better quantitative understanding of how frequently

our prediction was met, we computed, for each pair of LHt and

N-LHt, the differences in CV within studies (n ¼ 3939), limiting

our analysis to the 103 studies that measured both categories of

traits. Negative values indicate that the N-LH trait showed

higher plasticity, which would support our first hypothesis, and

positive values reveal the opposite.

(b) Genetic canalization
Finally, we tested the prediction that LHt are more genetically

canalized compared to N-LHt [8–10]. Unfortunately, reaction

norm plots generally do not indicate genotypes with unique lab-

elling, preventing distinguishing replicates from truly different

genotypes (including strains, families, populations). For the gen-

etic canalization analysis, we excluded studies that compared

groups (genotypes) that are probably genetically not very dis-

tinct. For example, studies that examined workers and drones

in bees, experimental evolution studies, studies that compared

same genotypes or populations over time (season, years), or

studies where sex was the only genotypic difference recorded.

We included distinct populations, different strains and subspe-

cies that shared the same NCBI identity but were noted as

dissimilar by the authors. Using this subset of data, we estimated

the mean CV within each study, for each genotype and each trait

type, i.e. mean plasticity for each genotype/strain, assuring that

each genotype is equally weighted. From the mean CVs, we esti-

mated the variance among genotypes in their reaction norms. To

test if LHt is genetically more canalized than N-LHt, we used a

generalized linear model with a gamma error structure (lme4)

to distinguish variance in CV between LHt and N-LHt. This

analysis was supported by evaluations on the CV variations

from populations reported as genetically similar and by a corre-

lation analysis between plasticity and genetic variance.
3. Results
The 5885 CVs quantifying the plastic responses to environ-

mental variation across 211 eukaryote species, comprised

59% invertebrates, 34% chordates, 6% plants and 1% green

algae. Details on data and taxonomic identities are shown

in the electronic supplementary material, table S2 and



Table 1. Competing linear models selected based on AIC. (Models used as response variable the natural logarithm from the coefficient of variation (CV, as a
proxy for scaled plasticity). Combinations explored include trait type, environment and taxa as fixed effects. Reference study was considered as a random effect.
Repetitions (sample size) were the weighting factor.)

model AIC DAIC

null model intercept only 19494 546.41

1 trait type 19111.41 163.82

2 environment 19463.77 516.18

3 taxa 19476.06 528.47

4 trait type þ environment 19076.17 128.58

5 trait type þ taxa 19083.74 136.15

6 trait type � environment 18970.24 22.65

7 trait type � taxa 19044.05 96.46

8 trait type þ environment þ taxa 19051.65 104.06

9 trait type � environment þ taxa 18947.59 0
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figure S3 (see the Dryad Digital Repository: https://doi.org/

10.5061/dryad.72s8g4j [47]).

(a) Adaptive plasticity
Substantial variation in plasticity (CV) was revealed within

groups and among groups of trait types, taxonomic groups

and environment type (table 1 and figure 1). The plastic

response to environmental variation (CV) when only a

single factor was assessed, was best explained by trait type

rather than environment type or taxonomic group. A null

model (intercept only) did not perform better than any of

the single-factor variable models. The differences in plasticity

among trait types are not correlated to how closely traits are

associated with fitness (i.e. trait types are ordered with

relation to relative distance to fitness in figure 1). Adding

taxa as an additional variable to the model with trait type

explained more variation than adding environment type

(table 1). Interaction effects between trait types and environ-

ment type or taxonomic group did further improve the model

fit (table 1) but are challenging to interpret biologically. In

contrast to our hypothesis, none of these models showed a

clear correlation between plasticity (CV) and how closely

traits are connected to fitness (figure 1). Hence, we show

that the phenotypic response to environmental variation is

dependent on the interaction between trait and environment

type, but with no relation to how close the trait is to fitness.

Plants expressed high plasticity (CV) and they showed

limited evidence of increased CV of LHt compared to

N-LHt, contradicting our main hypothesis (figure 1). Also,

plants are the taxonomic group that drove most of the differ-

ence among the taxa. Analyses that excluded the plant data,

found no difference between taxonomic groups, an inter-

action between trait type and environment, and no

relationship to how closely a trait is related to fitness

(electronic supplementary material, S5).

The average sample size reported from the 5885 CVs was

119.15. The collapsed dataset comprised 1868 CV averages.

When testing those two as independent variables, we found

that the best-fit models corresponded to the models selected

from the original dataset (data not shown). In both cases,

we did not find any major biases in the residuals of the

models (electronic supplementary material, figure S3).
Including the number of environments worsened the

models in all three cases. Together, these results support

the robustness of the data provided by the extraction of the

trait means from previous publications—we are confident

that the CV is capturing plasticity even when accounting

for only two environments.

Our results were robust to explorations of other factors—

the type of experiment (laboratory or field), whether natural

populations or laboratory lines were used, how many

environments per study were explored, the number of data

points per study, the study year or whether only LHt, only

N-LHt or both types of traits were reported within a study

(electronic supplementary material, table S2). None of these

changed the results qualitatively or had much quantitative

influence. Also, the means and standard deviations from

the CVs correlated for each trait type (data not shown) dis-

carding potential scaling artefacts. A lack of influence of

these other factors suggests that our sample size is suffi-

ciently large, and that our results are robust and general

across different types of study systems

(b) Genetic canalization
When we compare pairs of LHt and N-LHt within studies,

i.e. estimating the difference in CV between an LHt and an

N-LHt, we see that our hypothesis was supported as often

as it was rejected (figure 2). Negative values, supporting

our expectation of adaptive plasticity (i.e. N-LHt exhibiting

higher plasticity), were equally common as positive values

(interpreted as revealing non-adaptive plasticity). For most

comparisons, differences in CV were close to zero

(figure 2), indicating that LHt and N-LHt within studies

show similar plasticity, even though we see general differ-

ences in plasticity among trait types (figure 1). Behavioural

traits tend to express more non-adaptive plasticity shown

by the positive differences like metabolism and behaviour

with reproduction. Morphological traits tend to express

more adaptive plasticity shown by the negative differences

like metabolism and survival.

Even though LHt did not show lower plasticity (figure 1),

we still expected that LHt should be genetically more cana-

lized than N-LHt. In contrast to our expectation, LHt

survival and reproduction, did not show lower levels of

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.72s8g4j
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.72s8g4j
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variability in reaction norms among genotypes, compared to

N-LHt (figure 3). We found significant differences in the var-

iance among genotypes in their reaction norms, with

behavioural traits showing the highest variance among geno-

types, but developmental, physiological and morphological

traits showed less variance in their reaction norms compared

to the LHt. Thus, there is no evidence for increased genetic

canalization for LHt compared with N-LHt.

Note that the mean level of plasticity exhibited (figure 1)

does not appear to be related to variability in genetic canali-

zation (figure 3; no direct comparison possible because

figure 3 is based on only a subset of the data).

We report a negative correlation between the overall CV

of each trait type (figure 1) as a measure of plasticity, and

the CV among genotypes (figure 3) as an inverted measure

of genetic canalization (rs ¼ 0.77, Spearman; figure 4). This

suggests that less plastic traits will also be the ones that are

fixed faster in the populations. However, as illustrated by

figure 4, the relationship between canalization and plasticity
is not related to the distance from fitness. We found, as

expected, that behavioural traits were more plastic and the

least canalized. But we also found that morphological and

developmental-related traits are the least plastic and more

canalized than the other trait types. Our results also illustrate

that reproductive and metabolic-related traits showed the

least canalization and exhibited only a mid-plastic response

when compared to other trait types. Traits related to survival

showed an intermediate plastic response as well as an inter-

mediate canalization.
4. Discussion
(a) Adaptive plasticity
Our results show that trait types did not correlate, as pre-

dicted, with how closely the traits were related to fitness

but did differ in their amount of plasticity. Taken together,

LHt are not less plastic than N-LHt, nor are LHt buffered
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against environmental variation by N-LHt. These results indi-

cate that non-adaptive or potentially maladaptive responses

in plasticity might be quite common [48]. The meta-analytical

techniques we used, allowed us to aggregate information pro-

ducing robust findings independent of the larger taxonomic

groups, study conditions and types, and excluding the influ-

ence of potential publication biases (electronic

supplementary material, figure S2). Hence, our results were

robust and seem general. Our results are in line with previous

studies raising the question of the relationship between plas-

ticity and fitness and highlight the challenges in

differentiating between adaptive and non-adaptive plasticity

[32,49]. Studies targeting few species and few traits continue

to grow evidence that challenges the generalization of
adaptive plasticity. For example, by evaluating intrinsic

resources and metabolic traits [50], temperature [51,52] and

light [53]. The patterns we reveal suggest that identifying

adaptive signals from phenotypic plasticity studies may be

beyond the reach of studies that focus only on one or few

traits or one or a few species or populations. We stress a

need for caution related to the expectation that plasticity is

adaptive and suggest a re-evaluation of the generality of con-

ceptual work based on the assumption that most plasticity is

adaptive. We also encourage further explorations about the

potential role of non-adaptive plasticity.

To critically reflect on our results that plasticity is not

necessarily adaptive, we revisit the arguments behind our

hypothesis. Our central argument is derived from basic evol-

utionary theories which suggest that the strength of selection

varies with trait type, such that different selective forces

should lead to different evolutionary outcomes. Our first

assumption is that survivorship and reproductive traits are

more closely related to fitness than other traits. Fitness, the

population growth rate l, is made up of fitness components,

and both, the traits that we define as LHt as well as the other

traits, can be seen as such components. Although N-LHt

probably also influence fitness indirectly through their influ-

ence on reproduction and survival, the influence of LHt is

more direct and therefore stronger [54]. For example, body

size influences both survival and reproduction in many sys-

tems [55,56], but is not perfectly correlated with either [57],

and is thus less closely related to fitness.
(b) Genetic canalization
Following from the proximity to fitness of LHt, selection for

genetic canalization is expected to be stronger, and thus

should reduce variability in plasticity among genotypes

[8–10]; we did not find such patterns (figure 3). It could be
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that higher genetic canalization might be observed within

studies where all aspects of the experiment are considered

together, but a comparison of levels of canalization of LHt

and N-LHt within studies finds no more frequent lower

variances in CV of LHt (results not shown).

The strong relationship between trait plasticity and cana-

lization suggests the more plastic a trait, the less canalized it

will be, supporting previous theories. However, we found

that the relationship to fitness is not necessarily what deter-

mines the level of canalization. The lack of association

indicates that the difference in selective forces for genetic

canalization does not determine whether traits closely related

to fitness (LHt) exhibit more or less plasticity compared with

N-LHt. According to our categorization, the traits were more

fixed and less plastic resulting in the following order: devel-

opmental, morphological, survivorship, metabolism and

physiology, reproduction, and behaviour. Interestingly, sur-

vival traits fell out in the middle of both the plastic and

genetic canalization responses, which provide some support

for some kind of buffering role among traits.

(c) Evolutionary theories of plasticity
We are by no means suggesting that there are no trade-offs

between traits—we are questioning direct trade-offs with

respect to their relationship to fitness. Theories of life-history

evolution rely heavily on trade-offs among LHt [58]. If LHt

negatively covary with each other, they could also buffer

each other against environmental variation and thereby

weaken the expected environmental buffering of N-LHt on

LHt [14]. Supporting previous studies, we do not find nega-

tive correlations among LHt (electronic supplementary

material, figure S4).

Most studies in an evolutionary ecological framework aim

at conditions that are comparable to natural conditions. Mala-

daptive plastic responses are predicted to occur under rare or

novel environments when cryptic genetic variation is

released [59,60]. While our results suggest that non-adaptive
or potentially maladaptive plastic responses might be

common (figure 2), we cannot evaluate to what extent the

different studies employed novel environments. From our

own empirical work and from other meta-analyses on plas-

ticity [61], the inclusion of novel environments in plasticity

studies is frequent but by no means universal. The more

studies that included novel environments, the more likely a

bias against our hypothesis. But because we tested our

hypothesis with several subsets of data and found similar

results, this is most probably not the case. A more general

challenge that we face, similar to other studies on plasticity,

is not knowing what the optimal plasticity is in a given set

of environments. For example, a plastic response that over-

shoots an intermediate optimum will also be seen as

maladaptive, and such overshooting in an N-LHt would sup-

port our hypothesis that N-LHt are more plastic. This

becomes even more challenging to quantify empirically as

natural environmental variation is changing rapidly through

climate and land use change.

(d) Plants
Previous investigations in plants have suggested that sessile

and free-moving organisms might have different costs and

limits of plasticity [36]. Our results show that plants show

the highest level of plasticity which could be related to them

being largely sessile, lacking some types of opportunity to

avoid environmental variation through habitat selection.

Such a limitation might lead to particularly strong selective

forces for plasticity [62]. However, if this high level of plasticity

is adaptive, we would expect that plants would exhibit less

plasticity in LHt compared to N-LHt, but the reverse was

observed (figure 1b). A meta-analysis of results of plant reci-

procal transplant experiments also found no differences in

the relative plasticity of LHt versus morphological traits [32].

Their results suggest however that, for those traits that are

plastic, putatively adaptive plasticity is more common than

non-adaptive responses. Whether this pattern holds for other
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sessile organisms (e.g. certain fungi or marine invertebrates) is

worthy of future-targeted investigations.
oyalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb
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(e) Study limitations
We realize there is, as for most studies, a potential bias

caused by the selected methodology. For instance, the

scaled plasticity (CV) could introduce noise, but it is an

accepted method to standardize variability among traits

with fundamentally different units [63]. Our sample size

should be sufficiently large for generalizing our overall find-

ings, supported by the absence of a major publication bias

(electronic supplementary material, figure S1), although rel-

evance of findings for specific groups might suffer from

low amount of data (e.g. green algae), and trait types might

differ in their measuring error. Trait types are also expected

to differ in their variance owing to biological characteristics,

which could influence CVs. For example, behavioural traits

might be measured with less accuracy and precision com-

pared to morphological traits. However, there was no

general pattern of difference in the errors between trait

types. The results are robust to a number of other factors

and do not depend on specific types of studies. These argu-

ments give us confidence in our results, despite the highly

variable and diverse patterns of plasticity detected. Certainly,

we encourage others to follow up on these general under-

standings and patterns gained from our meta-analysis and

continue to perform empirical studies of species for

which we know that adaptive, non-adaptive (neutral) and

maladaptive plasticity have been found.
5. Conclusion
Our results support growing evidence [32,64–66] that much

plasticity might be neutral, or even maladaptive. Our study

does not reveal the causes that prevent the evolution of adaptive

plasticity, but there are many that can be posited: variability in

environmental conditions is high enough that environmental

cues might not be as reliable as assumed [15]; environmental fre-

quencies do not select for plasticityas argued byothers [67] or do

not reflect selective histories; or costs and limits of phenotypes

inhibit plasticity evolution [34]. We are not suggesting that plas-

ticity is necessarily non-adaptive, and our results do not suggest

so, but we call for caution about the generalizing expectations

about adaptive plasticity. Our findings also relate to the larger

question of how genetic variation in LHt and fitness components

in natural populations is maintained [9,68].
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